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1.PROGRAMME
DISSIDENT GARDENS

04.03. – 23.09.2018

LED lights, Koppert Cress © Jan van Berkel

With the programme Dissident Gardens, Het Nieuwe Instituut explores the classic
contrast between nature and culture and the changing role of design. In this context,
the garden stands for the site where man’s desire to control his environment collides
with the forces of nature. Dissident Gardens includes an extensive programme of
exhibitions in Gallery 1, including Biotopia, Smart Farming, Gardening Mars and
Pleasure Parks and in Gallery 2 the exhibition The Human Insect: Antenna
Architectures 1887-2017. Dissident Gardens is on view from 4 March to 23
September 2018.

Dissident Gardens presents a range of influential approaches by designers, architects
and artists to current developments in our relationship to nature. Some of the issues
they raise include the far-reaching rationalisation of the agrarian landscape, Mars as
the final utopia, the designer as farmer, and the holiday resort as a microcosm of the
changing relationship between the city and the techno-side. These are also the
subject of a series of lectures and debates as part of the Thursday Night Live!
Programme, kicking off with Mark Wigley’s lecture on Ist March, in which he
elaborates on The Human Insect: Antenna Architectures 1887-2017.
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2.EXHIBITION
LAY OUT

Dissident Gardens, exhibition sketch, 2018 © Frank Bruggeman

The Dutch landscape is the direct result of human intervention and is the most
productive agricultural landscape on earth. Dissident Gardens questions and
investigates the most current manifestations of the classic struggle between nature
and culture.
For Gallery 1 Frank Bruggeman developed an exhibition model that takes a unique
approach to the far-reaching rationalisation of the agricultural landscape, Mars as
the last utopia, the possible role of the designer as a researcher and the holiday
resort as a solution for the changing relationship between the landscape and the
city.
In Gallery 2, The Human Insect: Antenna Architectures 1887-2017 will raise the
issue of the far-reaching entanglement of man and technology, with Mark Wigley as
curator. The exhibition is designed by the architect Andrés Jaque, founder of Office
for Political Innovation.
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3. GALLERY 1
1.BIOTOPIA
Fungi as isolation material, algae as conductors and bacteria that dye textiles.
Contemporary designers are increasingly working with living biomaterials, often for
unknown applications. In the project Biotopia – a continuation of an earlier exhibition
BioDesign (2013/2014) – designers first of all manifest themselves as researchers.
They base their practices on a more symbiotic relationship to natural systems.
Biotopia looks in detail at new applications of natural processes that aim to change
the entire production and distribution chain of design.

Algae © Kayla Gibson

2. SMART FARMING
The Netherlands is the world leader in agrarian innovation. Totally controlled
environments for food production result in an architecture that leaves no place for
humankind. In this ‘techno-side’, run by drones, robots and laptops, there is scarcely
any difference between nature and culture. Using a 1:1 scale model, Smart Farming
presents the current, but largely unknown image of the agrarian landscape: as much
city as agriculture, as much technique as nature. Smart Farming can be seen in the
context of earlier projects at Het Nieuwe Instituut: Sicco Mansholt: A Good European
(2014) and The Mansholt Letter (2015). It is part of Automated Landscapes, a long
term research initiative by Het Nieuwe Instituut launched in 2017 and that informs the
upcoming Dutch Pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2018.
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3. GARDENING MARS
Gardening Mars takes the planet Mars as the last technological promise, where, by
the use of ‘terraforming’, the red planet is made suitable for human life. Gardening
Mars introduces four different storylines: Mars as an object of science, an original
and untouched space. Mars as Noah’s Ark and a refuge for human beings in a lifethreatening disaster, or as the domain of techno-utopians and transhumanists. And
finally, Mars as the next step in the expansion of Earth’s economy across the galaxy.
Gardening Mars is also an appeal for a more radical, holistic form of imagination of
ecological and societal issues, which could possibly be projected on Mars, but are
first of all key to the future of the Earth.

Terraforming op Mars © D Mitriy. CC BY-SA 3.0

4. PLEASURE PARKS
The Netherlands has more than 1500 holiday parks, the highest density of vacation
parks in the world. Initially such camping sites were aimed at ‘social tourism’, but it
was not until around 1960 that these idealist camps made way for holiday resorts
with a focus on comfort and luxury. With its commercial and recreational facilities, the
holiday park became a ‘concentrated urban leisure centre’ in which nature served
merely as a backdrop to suggest the feeling of being in the countryside. The
exhibition Pleasure Parks explores the merging of two strong Dutch design traditions:
landscape design and social housing. Pleasure Parks demonstrates that not only
holiday parks have changed radically since the 1920s, but also, the ideas about the
relationship between the city and the countryside.
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4. GALLERY 2
THE HUMAN INSECT: ANTENNA
ARCHITECTURES 1887-2017

Argema Mittrei. Biodiversity Center © Naturalis

With the invention of the radio antenna at the end of the nineteenth century, radio
became an issue to be reckoned with in architecture. An antenna could relativize a
skyscraper and upgrade even the most modest residence, through the direct
relationship with the invisible yet global network of radio signals. Antennas
destabilized architecture. Nowadays, through the use of smartphones, sensors
and satellites, we ourselves have evolved into hybrid creatures: half biological and
half technological. The Human Insect: Antenna Architecture 1887-2017 provides
an insight into the far-reaching entanglements of technology and the body and
examines the meaning of this shift for architecture. This exhibition and the related
research arise from the Benno Premsela Lecture given by Mark Wigley in 2014:
‘The Architecture of Radio’.

The Human Insect: Antenna Architectures 1887-2017 is a collaboration with
Naturalis.
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5. DE NIEUWE TUIN
The New Garden gradually developed into a public space with an ecological system
of herbs, shrubs, birds and animals. Frank Bruggeman and ecological landscaper
Hans Engelbrecht laid out the garden in the spring of 2015 in the grounds of Het
Nieuwe Instituut. Their design is a plea for an urban green space managed on an
ecological basis with space for nature to take over.
The wasteland is deliberately not regularly maintained, in the hope that more wild
and varied growth will be achieved within the space of a few years. With the New
Garden, Bruggeman and Engelbrecht have shown that greater biodiversity develops
by itself when nature is allowed free rein. However, the temporary nature of the
garden calls for a certain level of direction. With the help of urban debris and sewage
pipes, Bruggeman and Engelbrecht have created not only the image of an urbanised
landscape but also the conditions for a dynamic natural development, resulting in an
ecologically valuable, partially wild assortment of plants, many of which are not
normally found in the city.

De Nieuwe Tuin, 2015 © Johannes Schwartz
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6. HET NIEUWE INSTITUUT
Dissident Gardens is part of the long-term Landscape & Interior research project.
With the Dissident Gardens programme, Het Nieuwe Instituut aims to stress the
importance of research for a radically changing design practice, this time linked to
the use of formats such as the research exhibition, in order to map and depict these
new practices for both the professional fields and a broader audience.
Official Opening

On Saturday 3 March from 17.00, the exhibitions Biotopia, Smart Farming,
Gardening Mars, Pleasure Parks, and The Human Insect: Antenna Architectures
1887-2017 will open. You are very welcome to attend. The opening festivities will
continue into the evening with this year’s Museum Night 010.

Het Nieuwe Instituut is part of the basis cultural infrastructure, financed by the
Ministry of Education, Culture and Science and is financially supported by
BankGiro Loterij, the City of Rotterdam, Consulate General of the Netherlands in
New York, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Stichting Bevordering van Volkskracht.
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7. PRESS CONTACTS
For a press preview, an appointment and/or an interview with the makers/designers,
please contact the Press Office. For more information or images, please contact:
CLAIRE HOOGAKKER
PRESS@HETNIEUWEINSTITUUT.NL
+31 6 46 69 59 07
YEV KRAVT
Y.KRAVT@HETNIEUWEINSTITUUT.NL
+ 31 6 83 67 97 37
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